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For information on dues, death donation, un­
employment stamps, withdrawal cards, agree­
ments, etc., phone or write—
Automobile Mechanics’ Local No. 701 
133 S. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. 60607
Phone 738-0122
For information on filing claims, hospitaliza­
tion benefits or other health and welfare benefits, 
call or write —
Automobile Mechanics’ Local No. 701 
Union & Industry Welfare Fund 
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Phone 738-1123
For information on pension benefits, call or 
write —
Automobile Mechanics’ Local No. 701 
Union & Industry Pension Fund 
133 S. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. 60607
Phone 738-1160
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A G R E E M E N T
This A G R EE M EN T  made and entered into by 
and between the respective Chicago Dealers’ Asso: 
ciations and Independents, hereinafter called the 
Dealer, and A U TO M O BILE M E C H A N IC S’ 
LO CAL No. 701, International Association of 
Machinists and Aerospace Workers, AFL-CIO., 
of Chicago and vicinity, hereinafter called the 
Union. It is negotiated for the purpose of speci­
fying wage schedules, hours of work, conditions 
of employment, adjustment of complaints be­
tween the Dealer and his mechanics, bodymen, 
painters, apprentices and semi-skilled workers 
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as “employee” 
or “employees” )  and for the further purpose of 
preventing strikes, lockouts and other disturban­
ces, thus insuring and perpetuating harmonious 
relations between the Dealer and the Union.
W IT N E SSE T H :
A R T IC L E  I
U N IO N  R EC O G N ITIO N
Section 1. The Dealer recognizes the Union 
as the exclusive bargaining agency for all mechan­
ics, hodymen, painters, apprentices and semi­
skilled workers employed by him.
Section 2. ( a )  The Dealer agrees that all 
mechanics, bodymen, painters, apprentices and 
semi-skilled workers employed by him shall be­
come members of the Union on or after thirty- 
one (3 1 )  days of the date of the execution of
Three
this Agreement and all employees of these classi­
fications shall, as a condition of employment, re­
main members of the Union in good standing 
for the duration of this Agreement.
(b )  All new employees of the aforesaid classi­
fications hired after the date of the execu­
tion of this Agreement shall on or after 
thirty-one (3 1 )  days of employment, as a 
condition hereof, become and remain 
members of the Union in good standing 
for the duration of this Agreement. Dur­
ing this probationary period they shall be 
eligible for all provisions of this Agree­
ment except seniority status.
Section 3. The Dealer agrees to deduct regu­
lar Union dues, initiation fees and reasonable 
assessments from wages due members of the 
Union on the first day of each month who have 
signed proper authorization cards, and is encour­
aged to forward such amount to the Union by 
the 15th day of the current month. The Union 
will supply the Dealer with signed individual 
checkoff authorization cards.
A R T IC L E  II
C LA SSIFIC A TIO N S y
Section 1. M echanics. It is mutually under­
stood and agreed that the term “Mechanic” shall 
apply to any person of skill satisfactory to the 
Dealer who repairs automobiles or parts thereof 
and shall also apply to any person who uses any 
piece of equipment, that is, mechanical, electrical
Four
or any other method used in diagnosing, check­
ing, and/or inspection of an automobile or parts 
thereof. It is further understood however, that 
employees working on or in the Dealer’s new and 
minor used car reconditioning departments shall 
not necessarily be deemed journeyman mechanics.
Section 2. Bodym en or Pain ters. The term 
“Bodyman or Painter” shall apply to any person 
who paints or performs metal work in the repair 
or reconditioning of automobile bodies or parts 
thereof.
Section 3. Sem i-Skilled W orkers. The term 
“Semi-Skilled Worker” shall apply to any person 
who shall assist any mechanic in the repair of 
automobiles or the parts thereof or who shall 
grease automobiles or parts thereof or who shall 
be engaged in new car make-ready, minor inspec­
tion, adjustment and/or repair, minor used car 
reconditioning. It is understood that semi-skilled 
workers shall not be permitted to use mechanics’ 
tools on work requiring a skilled mechanic.
Section 3-A. Representative List of Duties 
that may be performed by Semi-Skilled Mechan­
ics as defined in Article II, Section 3.
1. Chassis and body lubrication.
2. Transmission, axle, engine oil and engine oil 
filter replacement.
3. Wheel rotation and wheel bearing repacking 
(excluding disc brake).
4. Air cleaner and element cleaning or replace­
ment.
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5. Fuel filter cleaning or replacement of filter.
6. All water hose replacement. Engine and 
heater (hoses only — no radiator R&R or 
heater core R&R).
7. Emission control system P.C.V. only, clean­
ing or replacement.
8. Exterior or interior lens or bulb replacement 
and door courtesy light switches except 
where other components must be removed.
9. Battery and/or cable replacement or clean­
ing. Restricted to cable—battery end.
10. New car pre-delivery and minor adjustments 
and accessories installation, (excluding (ex­
am ple:) front end adjustment and A.C. 
installation).
11. Standard shock replacement, excluding air 
operated shocks.
12. Ratdes, squeaks, door and window adjust­
ments and alignments, wind noises, water 
and dust leaks.
IB. External drive belt adjustments or replace­
ments.
14. Windshield washer pump and/or blade 
cleaning or replacement providing pump is 
not a part of wiper motor assembly.
15. Flushing and refilling cooling systems.
16. Speedometer cable only, lubrication or re­
placement providing cable can be removed
Sic
without disassembling or removing any other 
component.
17. Horn, horn relay, horn ring or*button re­
placement provided it can be removed with­
out disassembling or removing any other 
component.
18. Headlamp alignment.
19. Door and door lock adjustments and/or 
striker adjustments excluding power or elec­
tric lock assembly.
20. Exhaust system replacement or repair. (E x­
cluding exhaust manifold or heat riser.) 
(Providing no journeymen are idle.)
21. Replacement of cigarette lighter sockets and 
elements (providing socket can be replaced 
without removal of major components).
22. Turnsignal flasher and emergency flasher 
unit. Replacement only.
23. Fuse replacement.
24. Radio, speaker, antenna, removal and re­
placement providing major components need 
not be removed.
25. Clock removal and replacement.
26. Exterior and interior mirror replacement.
27. Door weatherstrip replacement.
It is agreed that only journeymen will do tech­
nical work, examples being, tune-up, brake work,
major electrical, transmission adjustment, etc.
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Section 4. A pprentices. The term “Ap­
prentice” shall apply to any person who shall con­
tract with the Dealer for a specified period of time 
for the purpose of learning the trade of automo­
bile mechanic. The Dealer agrees to the principle 
of training for the apprentice who shall during 
his four year apprenticeship be put on all kinds 
of work commonly known as mechanic’s work, 
body or paint work, so that at the end of his 
apprenticeship he shall be a full fledged qualified 
journeyman mechanic, bodyman or painter as the 
case may be.
Section 5. The term “Mechanic” as used in 
Section 1 of this Article shall not include service 
managers, service writers or supervisors, as de­
fined in the Taft-Hartley Act as amended.
Section 6. Any work not falling within one 
of the above classifications will be classified and 
a rate for that work shall be established which is 
mutually satisfactory to the Dealer, the Union 
and the employee involved.
A R T IC L E  III
SEN IO R ITY
Section 1. Seniority, as the term is used 
herein, means the length of continuous service 
of any employee as defined in Article II, from 
the date of first employment by the Dealer. 
Seniority shall be applied by classification and 
department. The classifications covered by this 
Agreement are defined in Article II.
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Section 2. In the event of a decrease or an 
increase in the number of mechanics, apprentices 
and semi-skilled workers employed by the Dealer 
the following factors shall govern:
In case of shop layoffs where two em­
ployees are capable of doing the job, the 
one with less seniority shall be laid off 
first and shall be called back in reverse 
order of that in which he was laid off. 
Where an employee is not able to earn 
his guarantee regularly because of age, 
sickness or disability, the Union and 
the Dealer will discuss the matter with 
the view of reducing that employee’s 
guarantee so that, if possible, he may 
continue to work rather than to be laid 
off. This agreement shall be in writing.
Section 3. Promotions shall be made by the 
Dealer within his sole discretion but in making 
promotions, he shall consider seniority as well as 
ability, efficiency, knowledge, skill and training. 
If an employee covered by this agreement is pro­
moted to a capacity excluded from the bargain­
ing unit and remains outside the unit in excess 
of six ( 6 )  months and he is returned to the unit 
his seniority for layoff purposes shall begin the 
date he returns to work within a classification 
covered by this agreement.
Section 4. Voluntarily leaving the employ of 
the Dealer, discharge for cause or absence in ex­
cess of six ( 6 )  months as a result of a layoff 
shall break the seniority of any employee, except
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where an authorized leave of absence has been 
granted. However, individual consideration may 
be given to the case where such unemployment 
has been caused by sickness or disability. Rein­
statement during a layoff of six ( 6 )  months or 
less, or any authorized leave of absence shall re­
store previous seniority rating. Employees cov­
ered by this agreement shall not be considered 
regular employees until they have worked thirty- g  
one (3 1 )  days. During this probationary period 
they shall be without seniority status but if their 
employment continues beyond thirty-one (3 1 )  
days their seniority shall commence as of the 
date of hire by the Dealer.
During this probationary period employees may 
be laid off or discharged at the sole discretion 
of the Dealer and the same shall not constitute a 
grievance under the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement.
Section 5. Employees covered by this Agree­
ment who shall fail, without reasonable excuse, 
to report when called to work or who shall fail to 
report within three ( 3 )  working days after being 
notified to return after a layoff, and who do not 
within three ( 3 )  working days after being noti­
fied to return after a layoff period, present to the 
Dealer a satisfactory reason for their failure to 
report, shall be considered as having voluntarily 
terminated their employment with the Dealer.
Section 6. An employee having lost his 
seniority as a result of any of the above provi­
sions, shall, if re-employed, be considered a new
employee.
Section 7. The Dealer shall make the deci­
sion as to whether or not an employee is capable 
of doing the job but his decision shall be subject 
to the complaint procedure of this Agreement.
Section 8. See Article XIII, Sections 2 and 
3, relative to discharge.
a A R T IC L E  IV  ^  y /0  '
W AGES
Section 1. Mechanics, bodymen, painters, 
apprentices and semi-skilled workers working on 
the incentive method of pay shall be compen­
sated on fhe following basis:
All mechanical work performed on the basis 
of the following Sub-Section (A ).
All body and paint shop work performed on 
the basis of the following Sub-Section (B ) .
Sub-Section  ( A ) — M echanical W ork :
f+ |0 .
I
Effective October 21, 1975, for all mechanical, 
accessories, assembly and grease work, there 
shall be a “hard copy” attached to all mechan­
ical and other jobs when they go into work 
and shall show the time the employee is paid 
on. This time and/or fraction thereof shall be 
multiplied by the journeyman guarantee hour- 
ly base rate of $6.75 for the basis of compen­
sation to the employee for work performed f 
the first forty (4 0 )  hours of booked time in the 
work week. For all hours or part thereof 
booked over forty (4 0 )  in a work week, this
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time shall be multiplied by one-half (V i) the 
labor rate paid to the Dealer by the factory for 
Warranty Work or one-half (V i) the charge 
to the customer. In no case shall this yield less 
than one-half (V i) the labor charge in effect 
or $7.00 per booked hour, whichever is greater.
E F F E C T IV E  JU L Y  1, 1976, the hourly 
base rate shall be increased to $7.15 for the 
first forty-four (4 4 )  booked hours, and 50% 
of the labor rate thereafter.
E F F E C T IV E  JU L Y  1, 1977, the hourly 
base rate for the first forty-three (4 3 )  booked 
hours shall be increased to $7.60, and $8.60 
for all hours thereafter.
T R U C K  W ORK
For all work performed on trucks there shall be 
an additional fifty cents (5  0C) per booked hour 
added to the above employee’s weekly earnings. 
A truck example being — C 30 and above, F350 
and above, D300 and above, C3 and above, and 
all vehicles with 4 wheel drive, power take off, 
floating axles and any walk-in Van.
HOLIDAY PREM IU M  PAY
Where the work week is reduced because of 
a holiday or holidays as per this contract the 
premium pay as specified in Article IV, Sub- 
Section (A ), will be paid after 32 booked hours 
in that given work week providing the employee 
works the remaining scheduled work days during
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that work week unless excused by the Dealer.
Time or charges previously used may be re­
duced only by agreement between the Union, 
the employees involved, and the Dealer on the 
following basis:
Where customer paid labor indicates that the 
time or charge is not competitive the Dealer 
may request a meeting with the Local 701 
Business Representative for the purpose of ad­
justing the times of these various operations. 
After a full study by the Dealer and the Local 
701 Business Representative, these revised 
times shall be presented to the employees in­
volved in each individual shop so affected for 
a secret ballot majority vote to be conducted 
in the presence of the Local 701 Business 
Representative.
There shall be no reduction in time or charge 
previously used except as modified in the para­
graph above.
An employee working on the incentive basis 
shall be paid the minimum of one-tenth ( l/1 0 th )  
of one hour for making an oil change. This shall 
not apply to such work performed on the lubrica­
tion rack or such work connected with grease 
work.
All work on new and used car and truck re­
conditioning, prior to sale, and all factory war­
ranty work shall be considered to be internal 
work. Such work, and work that is performed 
for police, city and any other contract work, shall
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be considered the same as factory warranty work 
and shall be compensated for on the incentive 
basis according to the time allowance in the 
printed Factory Flat Rate Manual. All used car 
and used truck work after sale shall be compen­
sated for on the, same basis as regular customer 
charge.
Sub-Section ( B ) — Body and  
P ain t Shop W ork:
For all body and paint shop work there shall 
be a “hard copy” attached to the windshield on 
all jobs when they go into work and shall show 
the time and money the employee is paid on. 
The same shall apply for work done for the 
Dealer (internal work). In addition, the In­
surance Company’s estimated time sheet show­
ing the time and money for each operation 
shall be made available to Bodymen and Paint­
ers for the purpose of establishing that the 
Bodymen and Painters are being properly com­
pensated.
Body shop employees who are working on the 
incentive basis shall be compensated on the basis 
of fifty percent (5 0 % ) of the labor charge as 
specified on the Insurance Company’s estimate 
for their work performed.
IT  IS FU R T H E R  U N D ER ST O O D  the above 
employees will be paid fifty percent (5 0 % ) of the 
labor charge on customer and factory work.
Where it is evident that the time is too low 
the employee shall have the right to punch in 
and keep track of the time for work performed
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on the job and shall be paid the journeyman’s 
guaranteed hourly base rate for each clock hour 
spent on the job.
Section 2. F la t R a te  M anual. Time al­
lowances shown in the new Flat Rate Manual 
shall be used on automobiles of current model 
unless the Dealer shall increase the time above 
the Flat Rate Manual to the customer. These 
allowances shall not be used on older models ex­
cept where special factory tools and equipment 
are supplied after the following year’s model has 
come out. Unless such special tools and equip­
ment have been supplied as stated above, there 
shall be no cut-back in the previous year’s time 
allowances because of the new time allowances 
in the Flat Rate Manual or any reduction in the 
previous time to the customer. Where this is not 
the case, then the time allowances in the Flat 
Rate Manual relating to the corresponding older 
model automobiles or the price charged to the 
customer, whichever is the higher, shall be used.
Should the Factory Flat Rate Manual rates be 
revised upward or downward to an extent suffi­
cient to increase or reduce the earnings of me­
chanics under the Dealer’s flat rate system, such 
increase or reduction shall be subject to re-exam­
ination and reasonable adjustment. Where the 
employees in one or more Dealerships complain 
that the time is too low due to the factory reduc­
ing the time allowances on any job or jobs and 
where the Union, after due check, finds they 
have a just complaint, the Union may request 
the Dealer to have a time study .of the job or
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jobs in question made in the Dealer’s shop by 
a factory engineer.
Section 3. When any journeyman shall be 
put on work that does not have a flat rate opera­
tion established on same, such work may be flat 
irated by the Dealer but in no case shall a jour­
neyman be paid less than $6.75 per clock hour 
for each hour worked.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the rate shall be 
increased to $7.15 per clock hour.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the rate shall be 
increased to $7.60 per clock hour.
Sub-Section  (A )
Where there is work to be done in excess of 
the flat rate operation listed in the Flat Rate 
Manual, such work shall be paid for at the 
hourly rate set forth in this section.
E xam p le : —
To remove and replace door trim is a flat rate 
operation and employees shall be paid on the 
time so listed. Where there is other work to be 
done, such as removing rattles and squeaks 
in the door, in conjunction with this operation, 
such work shall be paid for at the hourly rate 
for time so spent.
Section 4. C heck or Inspection W ork.
Where the mechanic does check or inspection 
work and does not get the job immediately, he 
shall be paid at the mechanics’ regular rate of 
$6.75 per clock hour for such check or inspection
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work. Where the mechanic does check or in­
spection work and then gets the job, the first 
fifteen (1 5 )  minutes of check or inspection work 
need not be paid for by the Dealer, providing 
such check or inspection work is an overlapping 
operation.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the rate shall be
increased to $7.15 per clock hour.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the rate shall be
increased to $7.60 per clock hour.
Section 5. M in im u m  P a y .  Mechanics 
working on a flatTaHrshalf be paid for one-half 
(V i) hours’ work where the total time on any 
total job ticket for customer work only is less 
than one-half (V i) hour. This shall not apply to 
any Factory Warranty work or lubrication and 
oil changes.
Section 6. On “Specials” the mechanics 
shall suffer no reduction in earnings and shall 
be paid the appropriate time for the job in accord­
ance with Article IV, Section 1.
Section 7. “Major” repair work is to go 
through the line and is not to be done by em­
ployees in the semi-skilled classification unless 
such employees are paid for such work on the 
same basis as journeyman mechanics.
Section 8. Employees working on imported 
automobiles shall be guaranteed not less than the 
hourly rate for their wage classification while on 
such work. An imported automobile is one not 
built in the Continental United States and not
S ev en teen
franchised to be sold by the Dealer.
Section 9. W ork A ssignm ents. Work As­
signments shall be made as fairly as possible. 
Employees shall have priority of service at the 
parts department over outside customers. If in­
equities occur they shall be examined in accord­
ance with procedures set forth in Article VIII of 
this Agreement. Employees may “team up” on 
jobs in the shop provided the men involved 
or who would be affected agree by a majority vote 
conducted under the auspices of the Union and 
the Dealer.
Section 10. It shall be permissible when 
business is slack, for the Dealer to assign men to 
work on work other than that which they are 
regularly classified where such work would not 
be hazardous for them due to lack of experience 
and training. W.hen this occurs, the man so as­
signed shall receive the appropriate hourly rate 
for his normal classification. This may be done 
provided it does not create an infringement of 
the jurisdiction of another Union. Money earned 
under these circumstances shall be considered a 
part of the employee’s regular flat rate earnings.
Section 11. C om e-B ack W ork. Where an 
employee has done assigned work and through no 
fault of his own this work has to be done over, 
such employee shall be compensated for the time 
spent on such re-work at his regular rate of 
compensation.
Sub-Section  (A )
If a job comes back within a period of thirty
Eighteen
(3 0 )  days and it has to be done again because 
of the employee’s fault, he shall do the job 
over without additional compensation, but 
such employee shall be entitled to the weekly 
guarantee as specified in Article V, Section 2. 
An employee required to perform come-back 
work away from the premises of the Dealer 
shall be paid not less than the minimum hour­
ly rate for time so spent. This shall be subject 
to review by the Union.
Section 12. E ffe c tiv e  O ctober 21 , 1975,
hourly rated employees of all journeyman classi­
fications including those who have been receiving 
in excess of the rates shown in the Agreement 
expiring June 30, 1975, shall receive a fifty cents 
(50C) per hour increase making the journey­
man’s minimum hourly rate $6.75 per hour; in no 
case shall such employee receive less than a 50C 
per hour increase.
E ffe c tiv e  Ju ly  1, 1976, there shall be an  
add ition al fo r ty  cents (40C) per hour in­
crease re flec tin g  a m 'nim um  hourly  ra te  
o f $7.15 per clock hour. E ffe c tiv e  Ju ly  1, 
1977, there shall be an add itional fo r ty  
fiv e  cents (4  5 <?) per hour increase re fle c t­
ing a m inim um  h ourly  ra te  o f $7.60 per 
clock  hour.
E xam p le : —
A journeyman mechanic being paid six dollars 
and twenty-five cents ($6 .25 ) per hour shall 
receive an hourly rate of $6.75.
A journeyman mechanic being paid six dollars
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and twenty-six cents ($6 .2 6 ) per hour shall 
receive the fifty cents (50£) per hour increase, 
making an hourly rate of $6.76.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the above hour­
ly rate shall be increased forty cents (40£) 
per hour.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the above hour­
ly rate shall be increased forty-five cents (45£) 
per hour.
Section 13. E ffe c tiv e  O ctober 21, 1975,
hourly rated employees in the semi-skilled classi­
fication, including those who have been receiving 
in excess of the rates shown in the Agreement 
expiring June 30, 1975, shall receive thirty cents 
(30C) per hour increase making the semi-skilled 
employees minimum hourly rate $4.45 per hour; 
in no case shall such employee receive less than 
a 30C per hour increase.
E ffe c tiv e  Ju ly  1, 1976, there shall be an 
add ition al 2 5£ per h our in crease re flec tin g  
a m inim um  h ourly  ra te  o f $4.70 per clock  
hour. E ffective  Ju ly  1, 1977, there shall be 
an add ition al 27C per h our increase re fle c t­
ing a m inim um  h ourly  ra te  o f  $4.97 per 
clock  hour.
Sub-Section (A )
Any employee in this classification while en­
gaged in minor used car preparation shall be 
paid a differential above the rate specified 
above which is satisfactory to the Dealer and 
the employee, subject to review by the Union.
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Section 14. A ppren tice  R ates. Appren­
tices shall be compensated at the guarantee hour­
ly rate and for the period of time served accord­
ing to the following schedule:
O ctober 21, 1975
1st six months 60% of $6.75 or $4.05 per Hour
2nd six months 65% of 6.75 or 4.39 tt tt
3rd six months 70% of 6.75 or 4.73 t t ”
4th six months 75% of 6.75 or 5.06 tt tt
5 th six months 80% of 6.75 or 5.40 n tt
6th six months 85% of 6.75 or 5.74 tt ’’
7th six months 90% of 6.75 or 6.08 n tt
8th six months 95% of 6.75 or 6.41 i t U
Thereafter 100% of 6.75 or 6.75 tt t t
Ju ly  1, 1976
1st six months 60% of $7.15 or $4.29 per Hour
2nd six months 65% of 7.15 or 4.65 a t t
3rd six months 70% of 7.15 or 5.01 it tt
4th six months 75% of 7.15 or 5.36 ” tt
5th six months 80% of 7.15 or 5.72 tt tt
6th six months 85% of 7.15 or 6.08 ” tt
7th six months 90% of 7.15 or 6.44 ” tt
8th six months 95% of 7.15 or 6.79 ” tt
Thereafter 100% of 7.15 or 7.15 ” tt
Ju ly  l , 1977
1st six months 60% of $7.60 or $4.56 per Hour
2nd six months 65% of 7.60 or 4.94 tt tt
3rd six months 70% of 7.60 or 5.32 ” tt
4th six months 75% of 7.60 or 5.70 ” tt
5 th six months 80% of 7.60 or 6.08 tt tt
6th six months 85% of 7.60 or 6.46 tt tt
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7th six months 90% of 7.60 or 6.84 ”  ”
8th six months 95% of 7.60 or 7.22 ” "
Thereafter 100% of 7.60 or 7.60 "  "
Apprentices who are hired at a starting rate
which is higher than the rate for the first six 
months as shown above shall establish a position 
in the above scale according to the rate at which 
they were hired. From there on they shall be 
granted successive increases after each six months 
of employment according to subsequent progres­
sions as outlined in the above scale.
E xam p le : —
Where an apprentice is hired at the third six 
month period of the apprentice schedule with 
credit for one year’s experience or a starting 
rate of $4.73 per hour, at the end of six 
months he will be increased to the next rate 
of the apprentice schedule and increases shall 
be progressive according to schedule until the 
journeyman rate is reached. If the end of the 
six months period coincided with the new 
contract as of October 21, 1975, he will receive 
the apprentice scheduled increase plus the con­
tract increase that coincides with the same 
period.
Section 15. N u m b er o f A pprentices. Ap­
prentices shall be employed only in the ratio of 
not more than one ( 1 )  to each five ( 5 )  mechan­
ics. The shop itself however, shall be entitled to 
one ( 1 )  apprentice regardless of the number 
available under the ratio as set forth above.
Section 16. N ig h t Sh ift Prem ium . A night
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shift premium of ten cents (1 0 ? )  per clock hour 
~ shall be added to the earnings of those employees 
who work on a shift which begins before 6 :00  
A.M. or ends after 6 :00  P.M. Such premiums 
shall not be paid to a day shift employee work­
ing overtime and being paid for such overtime.
Section 17. C lasses o f In stru ctio n . An
employee who is requested to attend a class of in­
struction away from the shop shall, for the time 
so spent, be compensated at his regular guarantee 
hourly rate of pay for his respective classification.
E xam ple : —
For each major part of a full day spent at class 
of instruction the employee shall receive a full 
day’s pay based upon eight ( 8 )  hours. For 
each major part of a half-day spent at class of 
instruction the employee shall receive one-half 
day’s pay based upon four ( 4 )  hours.
Section 18. Sw itch ing - H o u rly  - F la t  
R ate . Where an employee is normally working 
on flat rate they shall not be arbitrarily switched 
to an hourly rate simply because they are tempo­
rarily working on Factory Warranty work or on 
work which is ordinarily flat rated. Also, where 
two or more men are working on the same kind 
of a job they shall be paid on the same basis.
E xam ple : —
If two men are assigned to work on a rear end 
job, one should not be paid on a flat rate basis 
and the other on an hourly basis.
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Sub-Section  (A )
Effective October 21, 1975, where journey­
men are hired on an hourly basis or are 
transferred to do Factory Warranty work or 
new car inspection work, they shall not be paid 
less than the journeyman guarantee hourly 
rate of $6.75.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the guarantee 
hourly rate shall be increased to $7.15.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the guarantee 
hourly rate shall be increased to $7.60.
Section 19. M ethod o f Com pensation.
The method of compensation, be it flat rate or 
hourly, shall not be changed during the life 
of this Agreement unless a change is agreeable to 
the employees and the Union in writing.
A R T IC L E  V
H O U RS OF W ORK -  
G U A R A N T EES -  O V ERTIM E
Section 1. H ou rs o f W ork. Forty (4 0 )  
hours shall constitute a week’s work, Monday to 
Friday inclusive. Eight ( 8 )  hours shall constitute 
a day’s work. The work day shall begin at the 
Dealer’s regularly established starting time and 
shall not be changed from day to day in a guaran­
tee work week. More than a regular scheduled 
work day or work week may be observed during 
rush periods and when service in the Dealer’s 
shop shall require same, subject to Section 3 of 
this Article. Employees shall not be forced to
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work on Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays, and by 
reason of refusing to work on Saturdays, Sun­
days or Holidays, they shall not be penalized in 
any way. The same conditions shall apply to 
night shift when night shifts shall be employed. 
Employee’s lunch period shall be mutually agreed 
upon by the Dealer and his employees in each 
individual shop.
Section 2. G u aran tee .
(a )  Effective October 21, 1975, journeyman 
working on incentive work shall be guaran­
teed $260.00 for forty (4 0 )  hours Monday 
through Friday.
Effective July 1, 1976, such guarantee shall 
be increased to $270.00 per week.
Effective July 1, 1977, such guarantee shall 
be increased to $283.00 per week.
(b )  Effective October 21, 1975, semi-skilled em­
ployees working on incentive shall be guar­
anteed $178.00 for forty (4 0 )  hours, Mon­
day through Friday.
Effective July 1, 1976, such guarantee shall 
be increased to $188.00 per week.
Effective July 1, 1977, such guarantee shall 
be increased to $198.00 per week.
(c )  Apprentices working on incentive shall be 
guaranteed earnings for forty (4 0 )  hours 
times their guarantee hourly rate Monday 
through Friday.
(d )  Employees working on hourly rate shall be 
guaranteed forty (4 0 )  times their guarantee 
hourly rate Monday through Friday.
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Section 3. O vertim e. One-half (V i) the 
guarantee hourly rate established for each classi­
fication shall be added to employee’s earnings 
for work performed over eight ( 8 )  hours in any 
one day and forty (4 0 )  hours in any one week 
or any work performed on Saturdays and/or 
Sundays. Holidays and days proclaimed holidays £  2J 
shall he paid for at double time. All employees </. • 
working on the hourly rate shall receive overtime 
pay based on their guarantee hourly rate for 
their respective classification.
Section 4. G u aran tees and O vertim e  
P ay  fo r  S a tu rd ay s W hen W orked.Incentive 
employees shall be guaranteed a minimum of four 
(4 )  hours work at time and one-half ( lV i)  the 
regular guarantee hourly rate for their respective 
classifications. Hourly rated employees shall be 
guaranteed a minimum of four ( 4 )  hours work 
at time and one-half (1 Vi) their respective hourly 
rate.
Double time shall be paid for Holidays when 
worked.
Incentive employees shall have one-half (Vi) 
the guarantee hourly rate for their respective 
classifications added to their earnings but in no 
case shall be paid less than their Saturday or 
Holiday guarantee as shown in the following 
example:
E xam p le : —
The journeyman guarantee hourly rate for 
the 1st year of the Agreement is $6.75 per hour. 
They will receive $6.75 per hour plus one-half
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(V4) this amount ($3 .3 8 ) or a total of $10.13 
per hour, making a guarantee of $40.52 for four 
(4 )  hours Saturday work.
Where an employee earns $10.00 from his 
straight time bookings on a Saturday, he will be 
paid $40.52 since $10.00 plus $3.38 times 4 
($13 .52) is less than the guarantee of $40.52.
Where an employee earns $30.00 from his 
straight time bookings on Saturday work, he will 
be paid $30.00 plus $3.38 times 4 ($13 .52) or 
$43.52.
( a )  No premiums or earnings for Saturday shall 
be used to make up the forty (4 0 )  hour 
guarantee.
(b )  In no case shall any employee coming under 
the jurisdiction of Automobile Mechanics’ 
Local No. 701 be forced to take time off for 
overtime worked. No employee shall take 
time off without the approval of the proper 
official of the Dealer.
(c )  There shall be no overtime on overtime. 
E xam p le : —
H oliday  W orked a t  D ouble T im e:
The journeyman guarantee hourly rate for the 
1st year of this Agreement is $6.75 per hour. 
They will receive $6.75 per hour plus an addi­
tional $6.75 or a total of $13.50 per hour mak­
ing a guarantee of $54.00 for four ( 4 )  hours 
holiday work.
Where an employee earns $20.00 from his 
straight time bookings on a holiday, he will be
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paid $54.00 since $20.00 plus $6.75 for four 
( 4 )  hours ($27 .00) is less than the guarantee 
of $54.00.
Where an employee earns $30.00 from his 
straight time bookings on a holiday, he will be 
paid $30.00 plus $6.75 times four (4 )  hours 
($27 .00 ) or a total of $57.00.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, $7.15 per hour 
will be used in the above example.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, $7.60 per hour 
will be used in the above example.
No premiums or earnings for holiday work 
shall be used to make up the forty (4 0 )  hour 
guarantee.
Section 5. It is mutually understood that the 
guarantee shall be increased proportionately with 
any increase in hours worked during the work 
week and that they shall be reduced proportion­
ately when mechanics, bodymen, painters, ap­
prentices and semi-skilled workers of their own 
accord or without the fault of the Dealer (such as 
fire, loss of power, etc.) shall not work a full 
week of forty (4 0 )  hours.
Section 6. It is further understood that the 
computation of the weekly guarantee to all in­
centive employees shall include credit for the 
estimated finished portion of any unbilled work 
in progress, and there shall be a separate work 
order for work done on Saturdays and Holidays 
that was not finished the preceding day.
Section 7. Employees’ weekly guarantee
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shall be reduced by one-fifth ( l /5 th )  for each 
holiday listed and defined in Article VI, Sec­
tion 1 of this Agreement that occurs during the 
work week, Monday through Friday.
Sub-Section (A )
Where, with the Dealers permission, a major­
ity of the employees covered by this Agree­
ment, vote to take a day off without pay in 
order to extend the holiday leave, the guaran­
tee will be reduced by an additional one-fifth 
( l /5 th )  and the Union shall be notified 
of this.
Section 8. The guarantee shall be based 
upon the calendar week. This is to say that if 
a man reports for work on Monday and had not 
been notified not to report for work prior to the 
end of the employees scheduled work shift of 
the previous work week, he shall be entitled 
to the guarantee in accordance with this Article. 
An employee called back for work during any 
week in which he is on layofF and who reports 
for work shall be entitled to the full week’s guar­
antee in accordance with this Article.
A R T IC L E  VI
HOLIDAYS
Section 1. New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, 
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day and Employee’s Birthday.
Any of the above holidays falling on Sunday,
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the following Monday shall be observed and paid 
for as such. Where any of the above holidays 
fall on days Monday through Saturday and by 
Federal proclamation are designated to be ob­
served on a different day, the day so named shall 
become the observed holiday under the terms of 
this Agreement and paid for as such.
In addition to the above holidays, the last 
scheduled work day before Christmas Day (D e­
cember 24th) and the last scheduled work day 
before New Year’s Day (December 31st) shall 
be observed as paid holidays. (Where one of 
these holidays, December 24th and/or December 
31st, falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the last 
scheduled work day Monday through Friday 
shall be observed and paid for as such.)
Em ployee B irth d ay : The employee may 
select any other day during the contract year to 
be off in lieu of his birthday. In selecting a sub­
stitute day, seniority preference will be followed. 
In no event shall the number of employees off 
on such substituted day exceed 10% of the em­
ployees in the bargaining unit in any given clas­
sification. The employee shall notify the Dealer 
of his choice at least two ( 2 )  working days prior 
to taking off such substituted day. The employee 
shall receive this holiday pay the pay week in 
which his birthday falls, even though a substi­
tute day to be taken off is chosen.
Where a holiday falls on a Saturday, the pre­
vious day may be observed and paid for as such 
if agreed between all employees in the bargaining 
unit and the Employer, in writing.
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Section 2. H o liday  P ay . When any one 
of the above mentioned holidays falls within or 
is observed during the work week (Monday 
through Friday) mechanics, bodymen, painters, 
apprentices and semi-skilled workers working on 
the incentive basis will be paid eight ( 8 )  times 
the hourly rate for their respective classification 
for that day. Also, mechanics, bodymen, paint­
ers, apprentices and semi-skilled workers regu­
larly employed on an hourly rate, holiday pay 
shall be computed on the basis of eight ( 8 )  times 
their respective hourly rates, provided however, 
that the employee works his scheduled work day 
Monday through Friday immediately before and 
immediately after each such holiday respectively 
unless excused by the Dealer. Holiday pay shall 
be added to their reduced guarantees as defined 
in Article IV, Section 7. This holiday pay shall 
not be used to make up such guarantee.
Where a holiday falls on a Saturday, em­
ployees shall be paid eight ( 8 )  times the ap­
plicable hourly rate in addition to his full weeks 
guarantee or earnings whichever is greater.
Section 2A . A ct o f G od. In the event of 
a significant crisis, not the direct fault of the 
Dealer, the double time provisions of this agree­
ment shall not prevail providing the employees 
involved are notified of this fact before perform­
ing these duties.
Section 3. Where work is performed on any 
of the holidays named in Section 1 of this Article 
VI, the holiday pay shall be added to employee’s
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earnings, guarantees and overtime pay, as out­
lined in Article V, Section 4.
Section 4. Where an employee takes his 
vacation at a time when one of the holidays 
specified in this Agreement falls, he shall receive 
an extra day’s pay (as specified in Section 2 of 
this Article), or an extra day off with such pay. 
The employee shall notify the Dealer of his 
choice at the time he goes on vacation.
A R T IC L E  V II
VA CATIO N S
Section 1. The vacation period shall be from 
May 1st to October 1st of any year and vacations 
shall be chosen according to seniority in accord­
ance with Article III unless by agreement be­
tween the Dealer and his employees another 
method is pursued. The regular vacation periods 
of employees may be switched by mutual agree­
ment between the employee and the Dealer. 
Vacations may be chosen at times other than be­
tween May 1st and October 1st if agreeable to 
the Dealer.
Section 2. Bodymen, painters, mechanics, 
apprentices and semi-skilled workers who shall 
have been in the continuous active employ of 
the Dealer for less than one ( 1 )  year as of May 
1st of any year during the life of this Agreement, 
shall be entitled to a vacation allowance with pay 
of 3-1/3 hours for each month of employment 
prior to the current May 1st. Such employee
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shall not be entitled to vacation allowance or 
vacation pay under this Section until he has been 
employed for six ( 6 )  months.
Example: —
Employee’s date of hire — February 1, 1975
February 1, 1975 to May 1, 1975 =  3 months
3 months x 3-1/3 hours =  10 hours earned 
vacation
10 hours x $6.75 =  $67.50
Employees who shall have been in the con­
tinuous active employ of the Dealer for more 
than one ( 1 )  year but less than two ( 2 )  years 
as of May 1st of any year during the life of this 
Agreement shall be entitled to one ( 1 )  weeks 
vacation with pay in addition to the pro-rata 
share the employee received the prior May 1st.
Employees who shall have been in the continu­
ous active employ of the Dealer for two ( 2 )  years 
as of May 1st of any year during the life of this 
Agreement shall be entitled to two ( 2 )  weeks 
vacation with pay.
Employees who shall have been in the con­
tinuous active employ of the Dealer for nine ( 9 )  
years as of May 1st of any year during the life 
of this Agreement shall be entitled to three ( 3 )  
weeks vacation with pay.
E F F E C T IV E  M ay 1, 1976, employees who 
shall have been in the continuous active employ 
of the Dealer for eight ( 8 )  years shall be en­
titled to three (3 )  weeks vacation with pay.
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Employees who shall have been in the con­
tinuous active employ of the Dealer for fifteen 
(1 5 )  years as of May 1st of any year during the 
life of this Agreement shall be entitled to four 
( 4 )  weeks vacation with pay.
Any third and/or fourth week of vacation shall 
be taken during the vacation period at a time 
suitable to the Dealer.
“Continuous active” employment shall be de­
fined as in accordance with Article III, Section 4.
Sixteen (1 6 )  calendar days of service in the 
employee’s first or final month of employment 
will be counted as a full month of service for 
the purpose of this Article. Time spent on vaca­
tion shall be considered as time in service.
Section 3. It is not required that the Dealer 
shall give any notice to an employee being laid 
off other than being notified not later than the 
end of the employee’s scheduled work shift on 
Friday of any week not to report for work the 
following week or weeks. He shall not receive 
compensation of any kind for the week of his 
absence from work. However, should the em­
ployee wish to decide at the time of layoff to quit 
rather than be subjected to such layoff, he shall 
be paid his regular vacation pay (as provided for 
in Section 2 of this Article), plus his pro-rata 
vacation pay, i.e. that which he has accumulated 
since the last May 1st preceding his quitting. 
When and if he returns to employment his status 
shall be that of a new employee.
Section 4. Employees who shall quit the
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employment of the Dealer without notice shall 
be entitled to vacation pay accumulated prior to 
the May 1st last preceding the time of their 
quitting but they shall not be entitled to any 
pro-rata share of vacation pay that may have ac­
cumulated following the last May 1st preceding 
their quitting. Such vacation pay shall be pay­
able no later than the Dealer’s next regular pay 
day.
Employee’s giving one ( 1 )  week’s notice of 
their intention to quit (this notice shall be given 
on the Friday preceding the next guarantee work 
week) during or prior to the vacation period 
shall be paid their regular vacation plus theii 
accumulated vacation benefit at the time of leav 
ing the Dealer’s employ. This accumulated vaca­
tion benefit shall be computed on the basis of 
one-twelfth ( l /1 2 th )  of the vacation benefit 
such quitting employees would have been eligible 
for on the next May 1st for every month of serv­
ice since the last May 1st. A new employee will 
receive no accumulated vacation benefit at the 
time of quitting under this Section unless he has 
been continuously employed for at least six (6 )  
months.
F u rth er E xam ples B eing: —
(a )  Any employee who would have attained two 
( 2 )  full years of service as of the next May 
1st shall be entitled to pro-rata vacation pay 
computed on the basis of 6-2/3 hours per 
month of service since the last May 1st times 
the employee’s specified vacation pay hourly 
rate in addition to his earned vacation pay if
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not previously taken since the last May 1st.
(b )  Any employee who would have attained 
nine ( 9 )  full years of service as of the next 
May 1st shall be entitled to pro-rata vaca­
tion pay computed on the basis of 10 hours 
per month of service since the last May 1st 
times the employee’s specified vacation pay 
hourly rate in addition to his earned vaca­
tion pay of two ( 2 )  weeks if not previously 
taken since the last May 1st.
E F F E C T IV E  M ay 1, 1976, all references 
to nine ( 9 )  years service in the above para­
graph shall be changed to eight ( 8 )  years.
(c )  Any employee who would have attained 
fifteen (1 5 )  full years of service as of the 
next May 1st shall be entitled to pro-rata 
vacation pay computed on the basis of 13-1/3 
hours per month of service since the last 
May 1st times the employee’s specified vaca­
tion pay hourly rate in addition to his 
earned vacation pay of three ( 3 )  weeks if 
not previously taken since the last May 1st.
Note: — Vacation pay and pro-rata for all in­
centive employees shall be computed 
using the journeyman’s hourly rate.
Section 5. The Dealer has the right to dis­
charge any employee found to be unsatisfactory 
by the Dealer, subject to Articles I and VIII of 
this Agreement. Any employee discharged for 
any reason will receive any regular vacation pay 
earned as of the last May 1st but not taken. 
Employees who are discharged for drunkenness,
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theft, refusal to do work for which they were 
employed or for any act considered by both the 
Dealer and the Union to be cause for discharge 
will not be paid any pro-rata vacation pay earned 
since the last May 1st. Employees who are 
permanently laid off or whose employment is 
terminated for reasons other than the reasons 
stated in this Section 5 shall be entitled to their 
regular and pro-rata vacation allowance. It is 
mutually understood however, that discharge for 
cause shall be subject to the joint examination 
of the Dealer and the Union according to the 
complaint procedure of this Agreement, and if 
the Dealer and the duly constituted official of the 
Union cannot agree, the matter shall be referred 
to arbitration in accordance with Article VIII of 
this Agreement.
Section 6. Vacation pay for mechanics, 
bodymen, painters, apprentices and semi-skilled 
workers working on the incentive basis is as 
follows:
Effective May 1, 1975:
Vacation Pay for 1975 =  40 hours x $6.75 or 
$270.00 per Week.
Effective May 1, 1976:
Vacation Pay for 1976 =  40 hours x $7.15 or 
$286.00 per Week.
Effective May 1, 1977:
Vacation Pay for 1977 =  40 hours x $7.60 or 
$304.00 per Week.
Vacation pay for all hourly rated employees 
shall be computed on the basis of forty (4 0 )
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hours per week times their regular guarantee 
hourly rate of pay.
N o te :— Where a holiday is observed in an 
employee’s vacation period, refer to 
Article VI, Section 4.
Where an employee takes his vacation after the 
May 1st cutoff date but before the new contract 
provisions are effective, he shall be given a vaca­
tion on the basis of the new contract provisions 
up or down.
Section 7. It is agreed that vacation pay 
will be paid to all employees before they take 
their vacation, also that a vacation schedule 
shall be posted by the Dealer not later than 
May 1st of each year. It is also agreed that 
where an employee dies his beneficiary will be 
paid any vacation pay including his pro-rata 
share due him.
Section 8. When and if the Dealer shall sell 
or transfer his business to new ownership he 
shall be obligated to his employees for all ac­
cumulated vacation pay and other benefits of em­
ployment up to the time of sale or transfer. The 
new owner within two ( 2 )  calendar weeks as of 
the date of his assumption of ownership or as 
of the date of his payroll covering the employees 
affected by this Agreement shall notify the em­
ployees that they may continue in their employ- 
Iment and retain all of the benefits of same, or 
he may notify them that as of the date of his 
assumption of ownership, their status is that of 
new employees and thus afford to them oppor­
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tunity to seek employment elsewhere if they so 
desire. If he does not notify them that their 
status is that of new employees, he shall be obli­
gated for all seniority rights and vacation pay.
The Dealer is prohibited from transferring or 
selling all or any part of his business if it in any 
way violates this agreement or any existing laws.
A R T IC L E  V III
C O M PLA IN TS
Section 1. Should complaints arise between 
the Dealer and his employees in the classifications 
covered by this Agreement, either individually or 
collectively, which shall be confined to the mean­
ing and application of the provisions of this 
Agreement, they shall be settled at the earliest 
possible time by the use of the following 
cedure:
ST E P  O N E :
The employee, himself, shall present thc-mat- 
ter in dispute for settlement-to the Dealet_ot the 
latter’s authorized representative and at the same 
time shall notify the Union not later than thirty 
(3 0 )  days following the occurrence of the matter 
causing the dispute. If this is not done the com­
plaint shall not be valid. If the parties are not able 
satisfactorily to adjust the complaint within a 
reasonable time, then
ST E P  T W O :
The complaint shall be taken up by the Union’s
pro
m
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representative and the Labor Committee of the 
individual Dealer Line having an Agreement 
with Automobile Mechanics' Local No. 701, 
IAM&AW. This shall be done within ten CIO) 
days from the time the complaint is presented to 
the Dealer or his authorized representative.
ST E P  T H R E E :
If the complaint is not settled in the second 
step within a period of fifteen (1 5 )  days time, 
such complaint shall, at the request of either 
party, be submitted to arbitration. In the event 
the parties are unable to agree upon the arbi­
trator they shall jointly request the American 
Arbitration Association to appoint such arbitrator. 
Arbitration hearings shall be commenced as soon 
as convenient after the selection of said arbiter.
Each party shall pay one-half the expense of the 
arbitrator and the arbitration proceedings. The
decision of the arbiter shall be final and binding 
upon all parties concerned and shall be rendered 
not later than ninety (9 0 )  days from the estab­
lished date of the complaint.
Section 2. A duly constituted representative 
of the Union shall be permitted access to the 
Dealer’s premises for the purpose of adjusting 
complaints individually or collectively.
A R T IC L E  IX
STR IK ES A N D  LO C K O U T S
Section 1. In consideration of Article VIII, 
Section 1, it is mutually understood and agreed
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that no strikes, lockouts, slowdowns or other 
stoppages of work shall take place during the life 
of this Agreement. Where either party refuses to 
abide by Article VIII, Step 3, by failing to agree 
to arbitration within fifteen (1 5 )  days after Step 
2 of Art. VIII, this Article shall not apply.
Section 2. It shall not be a violation of this 
Agreement and it shall not be cause for discharge 
or disciplinary action in the event an employee 
refuses to go through or work behind a picket line 
which has been authorized or sanctioned by Local 
No. 701, International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers, and the Teamsters’ Joint 
Council No. 25, I.B.T.
Section 3. It shall be a violation of this Agree­
ment for employees of Automobile Dealers repre­
sented by the above Unions to refuse to go 
through or work behind a picket line authorized 
by any union other than Local No. 701, IAM& 
AW, and the Teamsters’ Joint Council No. 25, 
I.B.T.
Section 4. Notwithstanding any other provi 
sion of this Agreement to the contrary, if the 
Dealer fails or refuses to remit the monthly Health 
& Welfare Fund or Pension Fund contributions 
herein provided within twenty (2 0 )  days after a 
Notice of Delinquency is mailed to the Dealer 
via Certified Mail by the Administrator of the 
Health & Welfare and Pension Fund, then in 
such event, the Union, without the necessity of 
giving any further notice, shall have the right 
to strike or take such other legal action as it
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shall deem necessary or appropriate during the 
period that any delinquency shall continue, and 
it is further agreed that in the event any such 
action is taken by the Union, the Dealer shall 
be responsible to the employees for any loss of 
any Health & Welfare or Pension benefits result­
ing therefrom.
Section 5. Notwithstanding any other provi­
sion of this Agreement to the contrary, if the 
Dealer fails or refuses to remit to the Union the 
dues and initiation fees which the Dealer has 
been authorized to deduct as provided in Article I, 
Section 3, within twenty (2 0 )  days after a notice 
of delinquency is mailed via Certified Mail to the 
Dealer by the Union, then in such event, the 
Union without the necessity of giving any other 
or further notice, shall have the right to strike or 
take such other legal action as it shall deem neces­
sary or appropriate during the period that any 
delinquency shall continue.
Section 6. The Union shall not have the right 
to strike, as herein provided, if the Dealer notifies 
the Union and where Pension and/or Health 
and Welfare contributions are involved, also noti­
fies the Administrator of each Fund, in writing, 
that a dispute exists concerning the amount of or 
liability for such contributions or remittances and 
the Dealer agrees to and does commence to avail 
themselves of the complaint procedure as speci­
fied in Article VIII thereof. When the complaint 
has progressed to Step 3 of the complaint pro­
cedure, and in the event the Dealer refuses arbi­
tration of the issue, then this Section 6 shall be
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null and void and the Union shall have the right 
to strike as hereinabove provided.
A R T IC L E  X
EM PLOYEE RESPO N SIBILITY
It is mutually understood and agreed that no 
employee shall be permitted to perform repair 
work for compensation away from the premises 
of the Dealer (unless the employee is requested 
to do so by the Dealer or his authorized repre­
sentative) and that any employee who does so 
may be subjected to discipline by the Dealer. 
It is further understood and agreed that no me­
chanic may work on his own car or on any other 
employee’s car on the premises of the Dealer 
unless a Repair Order covering such work is 
properly issued. When a Repair Order shall be 
properly issued, the price to be charged for the 
work and the material involved shall be deter­
mined by the Dealer.
The Union agrees to do all in its power to 
maintain the efficient performance of its members 
and to remind them of their obligation to the 
Dealer and to the customer.
Employees are required to keep stalls and 
benches, where used, reasonably clean and pre­
sentable.
A R T IC L E  X I
H EA LT H  A N D  W ELFARE FU N D  
$14.00 per W eek— E ffe c tiv e  and R etroac-
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The Dealer will contribute the sum of $14.00 
per week for each employee covered by this 
Agreement to the Union’s Health and Welfare 
Fund; payment to be made not later than the 
10th of the following month, on the following 
basis:
( a )  The amount of $14.00 per employee per 
week shall be contributed by the Dealer for 
each employee covered under the collective 
bargaining agreement for any week in which 
such employee performs any service for the 
Dealer. This shall apply to new employees 
from the date of hire.
(b )  The obligation to make the above contribu­
tion shall continue during periods when the 
employee is not performing a direct service 
for the Employer due to fringes outlined 
in this Agreement, examples: vacation, jury 
duty, etc.
( c )  If an employee is absent because of non- 
occupational illness or injury, the Dealer 
shall continue to make the required $14.00 
contribution for a period of thirteen (1 3 )  
full weeks.
(d )  If an employee is absent because of occupa­
tional illness or injury, the required $14.00 
contribution shall be made until the em­
ployee returns to work or for a period of 
twenty-six (2 6 )  weeks, whichever period 
is the shorter.
(e )  All leaves of absence when granted by the
tive to October 20, 1975.
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Dealer shall be conditioned upon the Dealer 
and the employee making satisfactory ar­
rangements for the employee paying the 
$14.00 weekly contribution to the Health 
and Welfare Fund, and the transmittal of 
the employee’s payment shall be made by the 
Dealer for the period of such granted leave 
of absence.
( f )  The employee and the Dealer may continue 
any life insurance in excess of the Union’s 
plan currently in effect by agreement be­
tween them on the present basis, if the em­
ployee and the Dealer so desire.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the Health and 
Welfare Fund contribution rate shall be in­
creased to $15.00 per week for each employee 
and all references to the $14.00 amount stated 
above shall be changed to $15.00.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the Health and 
Welfare Fund contribution rate shall be in­
creased to $17.00 per week for each employee 
and all references to the $15.00 amount stated 
above shall be changed to $17.00.
A R T IC L E  X II
PEN SIO N  FU N D
$10.00 per W eek— E ffe c tiv e  and R e tro ac ­
tive  to O ctober 20, 1975.
The Dealer will contribute the sum of $10.00 
per week for each employee covered by this 
Agreement to the Pension Fund of the Automo­
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bile Mechanics’ Local No. 701. Payments shall 
be made so as to reach the Pension Fund office 
not later than the 10th of the following month. 
(For example—the November payment shall he 
made not later than December 10th.) The Fund 
shall in all respects be administered in accord­
ance with the Trust Agreement drawn.
The Pension Plan shall be administered by the 
Board of Trustees composed of an equal number 
of Employer Trustees and Union Trustees. Em 
ployer Trustees to be made up of those groups 
paying into said Pension Fund.
The Dealer’s liability and method of payment 
is limited as follows:
(a )  The amount of $10.00 per week per em­
ployee shall be contributed for each employee 
covered under the collective bargaining 
agreement for any week in which such em­
ployee performs any service for the Dealer, 
even when performing emergency service 
outside of the bargaining unit because of 
illness or vacation replacement in the Deal­
er’s establishment. This shall apply to new 
employees from the date of hire.
(b )  If an employee is absent because of non- 
occupational illness or injury, the Dealer 
shall continue to make the required $10.00 
contribution for a period of thirteen ( IB )  
full weeks.
(c )  If an employee is absent because of occupa­
tional illness or injury, the required $10.00 
contribution shall be made until the em­
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ployee returns to work or for a period of 
twenty-six (2 6 )  weeks, whichever period 
is the shorter.
(d  )  Where an employee is absent from work 
and is presumed to be off sick or injured, 
such sickness or injury not incurred in his 
regular employment, the Dealer shall not be 
required to continue to make the $10.00 
contribution for said employee for a period 
of thirteen (1 3 )  weeks as stated in this 
agreement, unless said employee is being 
paid for under Local No. 701 Welfare Plan 
with the required Doctor’s certificate stat­
ing said employee is sick or injured and is 
under Doctor’s care. The Dealer shall in­
quire as to the circumstances in each indi­
vidual case.
(e )  Where an employee takes time off on his 
own other than his regular vacation, the 
Dealer shall not be obligated for Pension 
Fund payments for the week/weeks such 
employee is absent from work.
( f )  The obligation to make the above contri­
bution shall continue during periods when 
the employee is not performing a direct 
service for the Employer due to fringes out­
lined in this Agreement, such as, vacations, 
jury duty, etc.
E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1976, the Pension Fund 
contribution rate shall be increased to $ 11.00 per 
week for each employee and all references to 
the $ 10.00 amount stated above shall be changed
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E F F E C T IV E  Ju ly  1, 1977, the Pension Fund 
contribution rate shall be increased to $13.00 per 
week for each employee and all references to 
the $11.00 amount stated above shall be changed 
to $13.00.
to $11.00.
A R T IC L E  X III
M A N A G EM E N T  RESPO N SIBILITY
Section 1. It is mutually understood and 
agreed that nothing in this agreement shall de­
prive the Dealer of full responsibility for the oper­
ation of his business, including the authority to 
hire, promote, demote, transfer, discipline or dis­
charge, to give merit increases and to enact plant 
policies, plant rules and regulations which are not 
in conflict with the terms of this agreement or 
past policies.
Section 2. Except where employees are dis­
charged for theft, drunkenness, refusal to do 
work for which they were employed or for other 
reasons mutually agreed to between the Dealer 
and the Union, employees will be given at least 
two ( 2 )  written “warning notices” with a copy 
to the Union before they are discharged. These 
accumulated notices shall not carry over from one 
calendar year to another.
Section 3. It is understood that employees 
who are discharged will be told of this fact at the 
time they are discharged. The Dealer will also 
notify the Union in all cases where an employee 
is discharged. The Dealer will notify the Union
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in advance of such discharge when in his judge­
ment this is possible or desirable. This is not to be 
construed to mean that the Dealer does not have 
the right to discharge an employee without prior 
notice to the Union. It only means that if the 
situation is such that the Dealer may consistently 
do so, he will inform the Union before taking 
such action.
Section 4. It is understood that the Dealer 
may continue to subcontract (let out) work 
which he has customarily sub-contracted and 
any work which he determines to sub contract in 
the future during the term of this agreement. 
It is understood that such sub-contracting will not 
be done if this would cause any of the Dealer’s 
employees, who are available and capable of 
doing the work, to be idle because of such sub­
contracting. This does not mean that the Dealer 
may not close a department of his service activity 
and lay off men who worked in that department 
according to the seniority provisions of this agree­
ment if he determines that continuing to oper­
ate that department is not economically feasible. 
Where the Dealer decides to close a department 
he will give at least thirty (3 0 )  days notice to 
the men who normally work in that department. 
Where this is not done, the Dealer shall pay the 
employee or employees guarantee for the thirty 
(3 0 )  days following such closing or portions 
thereof if less than thirty (3 0 )  days notice is 
given.
Section 5. The Dealer shall be responsible 
for providing proper equipment in order to main-
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tain safety standards under Illinois law. Employees 
shall conform to reasonable safety standards as 
prescribed by OSHA.
Section 6. U n iform s. The Dealer will 
bear one-half (V i) of the actual expense of cover­
alls or uniforms up to and including three ( 3 )  
changes per week. The Dealer will assume all 
the expense for additional changes above three 
( 3 )  where he requires the men to use more 
than three.
Section 7. Employees required to perform 
jury duty service shall be paid the regular guar­
antee hourly rate for their classification for time 
so spent provided they endorse their jury duty 
paycheck and turn it over to the Dealer as proof 
that they have served on a jury. Jury duty pay 
for any employee will be limited to a maximum 
of four ( 4 )  weeks in any one contract year.
Section 8. Fu n era l Leave. Where an em­
ployee’s spouse, child, sister, brother, mother, 
father or legal guardian of the employee dies, 
the employee shall be given up to a maximum of 
three (3 )  days off from work with pay ending 
the day of the funeral (Monday through Friday) 
if he. desires same. A day’s pay for the purpose of 
this provision shall not exceed eight (8 )  hours 
times the guarantee hourly rate for his respective 
classification.
A R T IC L E  X IV
TO O L IN SU R A N C E  
Section 1. The Dealer shall maintain an in-
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surance policy or assume the cost risk for loss or 
damage of employee’s personal tools and/or tool 
box or boxes on the Dealer’s premises. If such per­
sonal tools and/or tool box or boxes are lost or 
damaged due to fire, known theft or destruction, 
the Dealer’s liability for such loss or damage shall 
not exceed the actual replacement cost of the loss 
or damage. The employee shall exercise reason­
able care in the safeguarding of his personal tools 
and shall conform to reasonable rules established 
by the Dealer to provide for safeguarding of 
such employee’s tools. The Dealer or insurer 
shall not be liable for reimbursement to the em­
ployee for such loss where the replacement cost 
of the tool/tools does not exceed fifty dollars 
($50 .00). (This is not to be misconstrued as 
a $50.00 deductible clause.)
E xam ple : —
Where tool loss is $50.00 or less the employee 
is not reimbursed for any loss. Where tool 
loss is $50.01 or more, employee is reimbursed 
$50.01 or more for loss.
Section 2. For employees to be covered under 
this Article it is understood that each employee 
must furnish the Dealer with a complete inven­
tory of his personal tools, subject to verification by 
the Dealer, and must keep such inventory cur­
rent. It is recommended the employee retain a 
copy of such inventory for his own protection. 
Such tool loss coverage shall be provided to a 
maximum of $4,000.00 per employee.
Section 3. The Dealer is requested to post
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a notice (time clock or bulletin board) advising 
present and future employees coming under 
Local No. 701 jurisdiction that tool insurance is 
a part of this labor agreement providing the em­
ployee turns in an inventory.
A R T IC L E  X V
M ANPOW ER
Where the total gross productivity of all incen­
tive mechanics employed by the Dealer to perform 
work in the Dealer’s mechanical department 
should drop below an average of fifty (5 0 )  pro­
ductive hours in a forty (4 0 )  hour work week, 
Monday through Friday, the Dealer shall not 
increase the work force in such affected depart­
ments. The same shall also apply to the painp 
and/or body shop. Such average to be com­
puted over a period of thirty (3 0 )  days begin­
ning the first of any month. If the Dealer and 
the Union cannot agree, the same shall be con­
sidered as a grievance and be subject to Article 
VIII of this Agreement.
A R T IC L E  X V I
IN D IV ID U A L N E G O T IA T IN G
A Dealer and any of his employees shall not 
enter into any agreement or contract that is con­
trary to this Agreement without the approval of 
the Dealer and the Union, in writing.
A R T IC L E  X V II
CO M PEN SA T IO N  CLAIM S
An employee who is injured on the job and is
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sent home or to a hospital or clinic, shall receive 
pay at the applicable hourly rate for all hours 
absent from his regular shift on that day.
A R T IC L E  X V III
GOOD FA ITH  C LA U SE
It is mutually understood that the subjects set 
forth in this agreement constitute the complete 
agreement between the Dealer and the Union and 
that neither will request bargaining on any subject 
during the life of this agreement.
A R T IC L E  X IX
A D JU ST M E N T  OF PA YM EN TS 
OVER A G R EE M EN T
It is mutually understood and agreed that if 
the Dealer is paying rates or providing benefits 
in excess of those specified in this Agreement, 
such wages and/or benefits shall not be reduced 
by reason of the execution of this Agreement 
and such excess wages and/or benefits shall not 
be reduced for employees who have received such 
wages and/or benefits for the life of this Agree­
ment.
A R T IC L E  X X
SAV IN GS C LA U SE
If any provision of this Agreement is or shall be 
in contravention of the laws or regulations of the 
United States or of the State of Illinois, all other
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provisions of this Agreement shall continue in full 
force and effect and both parties to this Agreement 
agree to discuss any Article or Section of this 
Agreement so affected. In the event that any gov­
ernmental agency disallows any part of this Agree­
ment, it is agreed that should that agency and its 
rules and regulations subsequently be dissolved 
during the life of this Agreement such items as 
were disallowed by that agency shall be reimple­
mented effective on the date of the dissolution of 
that agency and its rules and regulations.
A R T IC L E  X X I
D U R A TIO N  OF A G R EE M EN T
T H IS  A G R EE M EN T  shall continue in full 
force and effect from October 20, 1975 to and 
including June 30, 1978. Notice of a desire by 
either party to modify or terminate this Agree­
ment shall be given at least sixty (6 0 )  days prior 
to the expiration date hereof. In the event that 
notice is not given by either party within the 
above time, then the Agreement shall continue 
from year to year according to its original terms.
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SIG N ED
Dated at Chicago, Illinois this_____________ day
of___________________ 197____
By--------------------------------------------------------
D EALER:
U N IO N :
Automobile Mechanics’ Local No. 701, 
IAM&AW AFL-CIO
Donald D. Gustafson, 
Pres., Business Manager
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OMB No. 44-R0003 
App. exp. March 31,1980
BLS 2453 
6920
iw U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20212
*  v* ’ •
December 15, 1975
In te rn a tio n a l A sso c ia t io n  o f M ach in ists 
and A erospace Workers 
133 South Ashland Boulevard 
C hicago, I l l i n o i s  60607
Gentlemen:
We now have on f i l e  a  copy o f  your c o l le c t iv e  b a rg a in in g  agreem en t(s) with the 
Chicago M etropolitan  Autom obile D ea lers A sso c ia t io n  and Independent D ealers 
and your lo c a l  701*
We would a p p r e c ia te  your sending u s the fo llo w in g  in fo rm atio n  to  com plete 
our f i l e s :
a p r in ted  copy o f your cu rren t agreem ent.
(R e fe r  to  o u r r e s p o n s e  to  th is  le t t e r  d a te d  1 2 /2 2 /7 5 )
P le a se  re tu rn  t h i s  form w ith your in fo rm ation  in  the en c lo sed  envelope 
which re q u ire s  no p o s ta g e .
Thank you f o r  your co o p e ra tio n .
S in c e re ly  y o u rs ,
JULIUS SHISKIN 
Commissioner
Employer, p ro d u ct, se r v ic e  
or type o f b u sin e ss
A u to m o b ile s  -
S a le s  & S e r v ic e
MAH
Copy of the O cto b e r  20 , 1 
i s  e n c lo se d  h e re w ith .
W elfa re  and  P e n sio n  B ook  
C o p ie s  w ill be fo r w a rd e d
75 to Ju ly  1, 1978 S ta n d a rd  A u to m o tiv e  A g r e e m e n t
et& a r e  c u r r e n t ly  in  p r o c e s s  o f b e in g  r e v i s e d .  
t|o y o u r o ff ic e  a s  so o n  a s  th ey  a r e  a v a i la b le
C h ica g o  M e tr o p o lita n  A u to m o b ile  
D e a le r s  A s s o c ia t io n s  & Inde- 
p en d en ts
* l * \u m b e r  o f 
em ployees 
norm ally  
covered by 
agreem ents
A p p ro x . 
3, 500
